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2 Grab a friend and get your markers ready!

 Dog house
 Sleepy cat
 Mouse sniffing A flower
 Hamster in a wheel
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2.
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One person draws an image without the person seeing.
The person who drew then tries to use descriptive words to explain the
drawing to their partner without saying exactly what it is!
Their partner has to draw what they think is being described. 
Compare drawings at the end and see how close you got. 
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Summer Activity Series

5 Outdoor Games!
Some simple games you can play this summer & fall!

Balloon 
Optional: Volleyball, Soccer
Ball, Dodgeball

Keep the balloon from touching the ground. 
Keep it up longer each time!

1.
2.

 No hands allowed.
 Use a heavier ball like a soccer or dodge ball. 

1.
2.

Supplies

Goal

Added Challenges

Balloon Juggle
Keep the balloon from touching the ground...

No Peak Drawing

Paper
Markers
Clipboard or hard surface to draw on
Partner

Supplies

Steps

Picture Ideas
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Summer Activity Series

Everyone stands in a line, facing away from the first person.
The first person in the line picks four moves, then tap shows
them ONLY to the next person in line. 
The next person in line has to then show those moves to the
person behind them (the third in line).
Keep passing the moves down the line until the last person is
showing the first person. 
See how crazy it gets!
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5.

You and your friends with room to move and groove.
Supplies

Steps
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5 Outdoor Games!
Some simple games you can play this summer & fall!

Mirror-Mirror
Show off your dance moves and challenge your friends to keep up!

4
EHS Salad
Mix it up with your fur-iends!

Hula Hoops for each player + 1 extra!
Supplies

 Spread the hula hoops out in your play area for a safe challenge
 Someone is chosen as the 'Caller' and they assign animals to all the
other players (cat, dog, hamster, rabbit, etc.)
All animals step into a hoop. The caller will then shout out one animal
type and only those animals have to run and find a new spot to stand. 
If the caller calls EHS SALAD everyone must find a new spot!
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Steps

Added Challenge
Take one hula hoop away each round
You can't go to the hula hoop closest to you
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Summer Activity Series
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First person you find helps the seeker
find the others
Last person found is it
Only 5 minutes to find everyone

Just you and your friends

Everyone hides while one person squeaks
-- I mean seeks!!

1.

Supplies

Steps

Options

5 Outdoor Games!
Some simple games you can play this summer & fall!

Hide & Squeak
A twist on your classic Hide and Seek game

Wishing you a happy and safe summer and
fall from all the people and pets, big & small

at the Edmonton Humane Society!

We hope you enjoyed the
Summer Activity Series!

Thank you for watching and celebrating the human-animal bond
through education and enrichment.


